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Fig. 1. We develop a general-purpose differentiable renderer that is capable of handling general light transport phenomena. Our method generates gradients
with respect to scene parameters, such as camera pose (c), material parameters (d), mesh vertex positions, and lighting parameters (e), from a scalar loss
computed from the output image. (c) shows the per-pixel gradient contribution of the L 1 difference with respect to the camera moving into the screen. (d)
shows the gradient with respect to the red channel of table albedo. (e) shows the gradient with respect to the green channel of the intensity of one light source.
As one of our applications, we use our gradient to perform an inverse rendering task by matching a real photograph (b) starting from an initial configuration
(a) with a manual geometric recreation of the scene. The scene contains a fisheye camera with strong indirect illumination and non-Lambertian materials. We
optimize for camera pose, material parameters, and light source intensity. Despite slight inaccuracies due to geometry mismatch and lens distortion, our
method generates image (f) that almost matches the photo reference.
Gradient-based methods are becoming increasingly important for computer
graphics, machine learning, and computer vision. The ability to compute
gradients is crucial to optimization, inverse problems, and deep learning. In
rendering, the gradient is required with respect to variables such as camera
parameters, light sources, scene geometry, or material appearance. However,
computing the gradient of rendering is challenging because the rendering
integral includes visibility terms that are not differentiable. Previous work on
differentiable rendering has focused on approximate solutions. They often
do not handle secondary effects such as shadows or global illumination, or
they do not provide the gradient with respect to variables other than pixel
coordinates.
We introduce a general-purpose differentiable ray tracer, which, to our
knowledge, is the first comprehensive solution that is able to compute derivatives of scalar functions over a rendered image with respect to arbitrary scene
parameters such as camera pose, scene geometry, materials, and lighting
parameters. The key to our method is a novel edge sampling algorithm that
directly samples the Dirac delta functions introduced by the derivatives of
the discontinuous integrand. We also develop efficient importance sampling
methods based on spatial hierarchies. Our method can generate gradients in
times running from seconds to minutes depending on scene complexity and
desired precision.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The computation of derivatives is increasingly central to many areas
of computer graphics, computer vision, and machine learning. It
is critical for the solution of optimization and inverse problems,
and plays a major role in deep learning via backpropagation. This
creates a need for rendering algorithms that can be differentiated
with respect to arbitrary input parameters, such as camera location
and direction, scene geometry, lights, material appearance, or texture values. Unfortunately, the rendering integral includes visibility
terms that are not differentiable at object boundaries. Whereas the
final image function is usually differentiable once radiance has been
integrated over pixel prefilters, light source areas, etc., the integrand
of rendering algorithms is not. In particular, the derivative of the
integrand has Dirac delta terms at occlusion boundaries that cannot
be handled by traditional sampling strategies.
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Previous work in differentiable rendering [Kato et al. 2018; Loper
and Black 2014] has focused on fast, approximate solutions using
simpler rendering models that only handle primary visibility, and
ignore secondary effects such as shadows and indirect light. Analytical solutions exist for diffuse interreflection [Arvo 1994] but are
difficult to generalize for arbitrary material models. The work by Ramamoorthi et al. [2007] is an exception but it only differentiates with
respect to image coordinates, whereas we want derivatives with
respect to arbitrary scene parameters. Other previous work usually
also relies on finite differences, with the usual limitation of these
methods when the function is complex, namely that these methods work well for simple configurations but they do not propose a
comprehensive solution to the full light transport equation.
In this work, we propose an algorithm that is, to the best of our
knowledge, the first to compute derivatives of scalar functions over
a physicially-based rendered image with respect to arbitrary input
parameters (camera, light materials, geometry, etc.). Our solution
is stochastic and builds on Monte Carlo ray tracing. For this, we
introduce new techniques to explicitly sample edges of triangles in
addition to the usual solid angle sampling of traditional approaches.
This requires new spatial acceleration strategies and importance
sampling to efficiently sample edges. Our method is general and can
sample derivatives for arbitrary bounces of light transport. The running times we observed range from a second to a minute depending
on the required precision, for an overhead of roughly 10 × −20×
compared to rendering an image alone.
We integrate our differentiable ray tracer with the automatic
differentiation library PyTorch [Paszke et al. 2017] for efficient integration with optimization and learning approaches. The scene
geometry, lighting, camera and materials are parameterized by PyTorch tensors, which enables a complex combination of 3D graphics,
light transport, and neural networks. Backpropagation runs seamlessly across PyTorch and our renderer.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Inverse graphics
Inverse graphics techniques seek to find the scene parameters given
observed images. Vision as inverse graphics has a long history in
both computer graphics and vision (e.g. [Baumgart 1974; Patow and
Pueyo 2003; Yu et al. 1999]). Many techniques in inverse graphics
utilize derivatives of the rendering process for inference.
Blanz and Vetter [1999] optimized for shape and texture of a face.
Shacked and Lischinski [2001] and Bousseau et al. [2011] optimized
a perceptual metric for lighting design. Gkioulekas et al. [2016;
2013] focused on scattering parameters. Aittala et al. [2016; 2013;
2015] are interested in spatially varying material properties. Barron et al. [2015] proposed a solution to jointly optimize shape, illumination, and reflectance. Khungurn et al. [2015] aimed for matching
photographs of fabrics. All of the approaches above utilize gradients
for solving the inverse problem, and had to develop a specialized
solver to compute the gradient of the specific light transport scenarios they were interested in.
Loper and Black [2014] and Kato et al. [2018] proposed two general differentiable rendering pipelines. Both of them focus on performance and approximate the primary visibility gradients when
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there are multiple triangles inside a pixel, and both of them assume Lambertian materials and do not compute shadows and global
illumination.
Recently, it is increasingly popular for deep learning methods
to incorporate a differentiable rendering layer in their architecture
(e.g. [Liu et al. 2017; Richardson et al. 2017]). These rendering layers
are usually special purpose and do not handle geometric discontinuities such as primary visibility and shadow.
To our knowledge our method is the first that is able to differentiate through a full path tracer, while taking the geometric discontinuities into account.

2.2

Derivatives in rendering

Analytical derivatives have been used for computing the footprint
of light paths [Igehy 1999; Shinya et al. 1987; Suykens and Willems
2001] and predicting the changes of specular light paths [Chen and
Arvo 2000; Jakob and Marschner 2012; Kaplanyan et al. 2014]. The
derivatives are usually manually derived for the particular type of
light paths the work focused on, making it difficult to generalize to
arbitrary material models or lighting effects. Unlike these methods,
we compute the gradients using a hybrid approach that mixes automatic differentiation and manually derived derivatives focusing on
the discontinuous integrand.
Arvo [1994] proposed an analytical method for computing the
spatial gradients for irradiance. The method requires clipping of
triangle meshes in order to correctly integrate the form factor, and
does not scale well to scenes with large complexity. It is also difficult or impossible to compute closed-form integration for arbitrary
materials.
Ramamoorthi et al.’s work on first order analysis of light transport [2007] is highly related to our method. Their method is a special
case of ours. Our derivation generalizes their method to differentiate with respect to any scene parameters. Furthermore we handle
primary visibility, secondary visibility and global illumination.
Irradiance or radiance caching [Jarosz et al. 2012; Krivanek et al.
2005; Ward and Heckbert 1992] numerically computes the gradient
of interreflection with respect to spatial position and orientation
of the receiver. To take discontinuities into account, these methods
resort to stratified sampling. Unlike these methods, we estimate
the gradient integral directly by automatic differentiation and edge
sampling.
Li et al. [2015] proposed a variant of the Metropolis light transport [Veach and Guibas 1997] algorithm by computing the Hessian
of a light path contribution with respect to the path parameters
using automatic differentiation [Griewank and Walther 2008]. Their
method does not take geometric discontinuities into account.

3

METHOD

Our task is the following: given a 3D scene with a continuous parameter set Φ (including camera pose, scene geometry, material and
lighting parameters), we generate an image using the path tracing
algorithm [Kajiya 1986]. Given a scalar function computed from
the image (e.g. a loss function we want to optimize), our goal is to
backpropagate the gradient of the scalar with respect to all scene
parameters Φ.
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Fig. 2. (a) The figure shows a pixel overlapped with two triangles. We are interested in computing the derivative of pixel color with respect to the green
triangle moving up. Since the area covered by the green triangle increases,
the final pixel color will contain more green area and less white background.
Traditional area sampling (yellow samples) even instrumented with automatic differentiation does not account for the change in covered area. (b) In
addition to traditional area sampling, we propose a novel edge sampling
algorithm (blue samples) to sample the differential area on the edges. Our
method computes unbiased gradients and correctly takes occlusion into
account.

The pixel color is formalized as an integration over all light paths
that pass through the pixel filter. We use Monte Carlo sampling to
estimate both the integral and the gradient of the integral. However,
since the integrand is discontinuous due to edges of geometry and
occlusion, traditional area sampling does not correctly capture the
changes due to camera parameters or triangle vertex movement
(Figure 2 (a)). Mathematically, the gradient of the discontinuous
integrand is a Dirac delta function, therefore traditional sampling
has zero probability of capturing the Dirac deltas.
Our strategy for computing the gradient integral is to split it into
smooth and discontinuous regions (Figure 2). For the smooth part of
the integrand (e.g. Phong shading or bilinear texture reconstruction)
we employ traditional area sampling with automatic differentiation.
For the discontinuous part we use a novel edge sampling method
to capture the changes at boundaries. In the following subsection,
we first focus on primary visibility where we only integrate over
the 2D screen-space domain (Section 3.1). We then generalize the
method to handle shadow and global illumination (Section 3.2)
We focus on triangle meshes and we assume the meshes have
been preprocessed such that there is no interpenetration. We also
assume no point light sources and no perfectly specular surfaces.
We approximate these with area light sources and BRDFs with very
low roughness. We also focus on static scenes and leave integration
over the time dimension for motion blur as future work.

3.1

Primary visibility

We start by focusing on the 2D pixel filter integral for each pixel
that integrates over the pixel filter k and the radiance L, where the
radiance itself can be another integral that integrates over light
sources or the hemisphere. We will generalize the method to handle
discontinuities inside the radiance integral in Section 3.2. The pixel
color I can be written as:
"
I=
k (x, y)L(x, y)dxdy.
(1)

(b) occlusion

Fig. 3. (a) An edge splits the space into two half-spaces fu and fl . If the edge
moves right, the green area increases while the white area decreases. We
integrate over edges to compute gradients by taking into account the change
in areas. To compute the integration, we sample a point (the blue point) on
the edge and compute the difference between the half-spaces by computing
the color on the two sides of the edge. (b) Our method handles occlusion
correctly since an occluded sample will land on the continuous part of the
path contribution function, thus having the exact same contribution on
the two sides (for example, the grey sample has zero contribution to the
gradient).

For notational convenience we will combine the pixel filter and
radiance and call them scene function f (x, y) = k (x, y)L(x, y). We
are interested in the gradients of the integral with respect to some
parameters Φ in the scene function f (x, y; Φ), such as the position
of a mesh vertex:
"
∇I = ∇
f (x, y; Φ)dxdy.
(2)
The integral usually does not have a closed-form solution, especially when more complex effects such as non-Lambertian BRDFs
are involved. Therefore we rely on Monte Carlo integration to estimate the pixel value I . However, we cannot take the naive approach
of applying the same Monte Carlo sampler to estimate the gradient
∇I , since the scene function f is not necessarily differentiable with
respect to the scene parameters (Figure 2a).
A key observation is that all the discontinuities happen at triangle
edges. This allows us to explicitly integrate over the discontinuities.
A 2D triangle edge splits the space into two half-spaces (fu and fl
in Figure 3). We can model it as a Heaviside step function θ :
θ (α (x, y)) fu (x, y) + θ (−α (x, y)) fl (x, y),

(3)

where fu represents the upper half-space, fl represents the lower
half-space, and α defines the edge equation formed by the triangles.
For each edge with two endpoints (a x , ay ), (bx , by ), we can construct the edge equation by forming the line α (x, y) = Ax +By +C. If
α (x, y) > 0 then the point is at the upper half-space, and vice versa.
For the two endpoints of the edge α (x, y) = 0. Thus by plugging in
the two endpoints we obtain:
α (x, y) = (ay − by )x + (bx − a x )y + (a x by − bx ay ).

(4)

We can rewrite the scene function f as a summation of Heaviside
step functions θ with edge equation α i multiplied by an arbitrary
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 37, No. 6, Article 222. Publication date: November 2018.
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function fi :
"
f (x, y)dxdy =

X"

θ (α i (x, y)) fi (x, y)dxdy.

(5)

i

fi itself can contain Heaviside step functions, for example a triangle
defines a multiplication of three Heaviside step functions. fi can
even be an integral over light sources or the hemisphere. This fact
is also crucial for our later generalization to secondary visibility.
We want to analytically differentiate the Heaviside step function θ
and explicitly integrate over its derivative – the Dirac delta function
δ . To do this we first swap the gradient operator inside the integral,
then we use product rule to separate the integral into two:
"
∇
θ (α i (x, y)) fi (x, y)dxdy
"
=
δ (α i (x, y))∇α i (x, y) fi (x, y)dxdy
"
+
∇fi (x, y)θ (α i (x, y))dxdy.

j

(6)

where ∇x,y α i (x, y) is the L2 length of the gradient of the edge
equations α i with respect to x, y, which takes the Jacobian of the
variable substitution into account. σ (x, y) is the measure of the
length on the edge [Hörmander 1983].
The gradients of the edge equations α i are:
q
∇x,y α i = (a x − bx ) 2 + (ay − by ) 2

(8)

As a byproduct of the derivation, we also obtain the screen space
∂ and ∂ , which can potentially facilitate adaptive samgradients ∂x
∂y
pling as shown in Ramamoorthi et al.’s first-order analysis [2007].
We can obtain the gradient with respect to other parameters, such
as camera parameters, 3D vertex positions, or vertex normals by
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 37, No. 6, Article 222. Publication date: November 2018.

where p is the desired parameter.
We use Monte Carlo sampling to estimate the Dirac integral
(Equation 7). Recall that a triangle edge defines two half-spaces
(Equation 3), therefore we need to compute the two values fl (x, y)
and fu (x, y) on the edge (Figure 3). By combining Equation 3 and
Equation 7, our Monte Carlo estimation of the Dirac integral for a
single edge E on a triangle can be written as:
N
1 X ∥E ∥∇α i (x j , y j )( fu (x j , y j ) − fl (x j , y j ))
,
N j=1
P (E) ∇x ,y α i (x j , y j )

Equation 6 shows that we can estimate the gradient using two
Monte Carlo estimators. The first one estimates the integral over
the edges of triangles containing the Dirac delta functions, and
the second estimates the original pixel integral except the smooth
function fi is replaced by its gradient, which can be computed
through automatic differentiation.
To estimate the integral containing Dirac delta functions, we
eliminate the Dirac function by performing variable substitution
to rewrite the first term containing the Dirac delta function to an
integral that integrates over the edge, that is, over the regions where
α i (x, y) = 0:
"
δ (α i (x, y))∇α i (x, y) fi (x, y)dxdy
Z
(7)
∇α i (x, y)
=
fi (x, y)dσ (x, y),
α i (x,y )=0 ∇x,y α i (x, y)

∂α i
∂α i
= by − y,
= x − bx
∂a x
∂ay
∂α i
∂α i
= y − ay ,
= ax − x
∂bx
∂by
∂α i
∂α i
= ay − by ,
= bx − a x .
∂x
∂y

propagating the derivatives from the projected triangle vertices
using the chain rule:
X ∂α ∂a
∂α
∂α ∂bk
k
=
+
,
(9)
∂p
∂ak ∂p
∂bk ∂p
k ∈ {x,y }

(10)

j

where ∥E ∥ is the length of the edge and P (E) is the probability of
selecting edge E.
In practice, if we employ smooth shading, most of the triangle
edges are in the continuous regions and the Dirac integral is zero
for these edges since by definition of continuity fu (x, y) = fl (x, y).
Only the silhouette edges (e.g. [Hertzmann 1999]) have non-zero
contribution to the gradients. We select the edges by projecting all
triangle meshes to screen space and clip them against the camera
frustrum. We select one silhouette edge with probability proportional to the screen space lengths. We then uniformly pick a point
on the selected edge.
Our method handles occlusion correctly, since if the sample is
blocked by another surface, (x, y) will always land on the continuous
part of the contribution function f (x, y). Such samples will have
zero contribution to the gradients. Figure 3b illustrates the process.
To recap, we use two sampling strategies to estimate the gradient
integral of pixel filter (Equation 2): one for the discontinuous regions
of the integrand (first term of Equation 6), one for the continuous
regions (second term of Equation 6). To compute the gradient for
discontinuous regions, we need to explicitly sample the edges. We
compute the difference between two sides of the edges using Monte
Carlo sampling (Equation 10).

3.2

Secondary visibility

Our method can be easily generalized to handle effects such as
shadow and global illumination by integrating over the 3D scene.
Figure 4 illustrates the idea.
We focus on a single shading point p since we can propagate
the derivative back to screen space and camera parameters using
Equation 6. Given the shading point, the shading equation involves
an integration over all points m on the scene manifold M:
Z
д(p) =
h(p, m)dA(m),
(11)
M

where A is the area measure of point m, and h is the scene function
including material response, geometric factor, incoming radiance,
and visibility. Note that д(p) can itself be part of the pixel integrand f (x, y) in the previous section (Equation 1). Therefore we can
propagate the gradient of д(p) using the chain rule or automatic
differentiation with Equation 6.
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the scene surface element onto the infinitesimal width of the edge
(Figure 4b).
To integrate the 3D edge integral using Monte Carlo sampling
we substitute the variable again from the point m on the surface to
the line parameter t on the edge v 0 + t (v 1 − v 0 ):
Z 1
∇α (p, m(t ))
∥Jm (t )∥
h(p, m(t ))
dt,
(15)
∇m α (p, m(t ))
nm × n h
0

edge surface element
scene surface element

blocker

shading point

(a) secondary visibility

(b) width correction

Fig. 4. (a) Our method can be easily generalized to handle shadow and
global illumination. Similar to the primary visibility case (Figure 3), a geometry edge (v 0, v 1 ) and the shading point p splits the 3D space into two
half-spaces fu and fl and introduces discontinuity. Assuming the blocker
is moving right, we integrate over the edge to compute the difference. By
doing so we take account of the increase in blocker area and the decrease
in light source area looking from the shading point. The integration over
edge is defined on the intersection between the scene manifold and the
plane formed by the shading point and the edge (the semi-transparent
triangle). (b) The orientation of the infinitesmal width of the edge differs
from the scene surface element the edge intersects with. During integration
we need to project the scene surface element width onto the edge surface
element. The ratio of the widths between the two is determined by sin1 θ ,
which is one over the length of the cross product between the normal of
the edge plane and the scene surface.

Similar to the primary visibility case, an edge (v 0 , v 1 ) in 3D introduces a step function into the scene function h:
θ (α (p, m))hu (p, m) + θ (−α (p, m))hl (p, m).

(12)

We can derive the edge function α (m) by forming a plane using the
shading point p and the two points on the edge. The sign of the
dot product between the vector m − p and the plane normal determines the two half-spaces. The edge equation α (m) can therefore
be defined by
α (p, m) = (m − p) · (v 0 − p) × (v 1 − p).

(13)

To compute the gradients, we analogously apply the derivation
used for primary visibility, using the 3D version of Equation 6 and
Equation 7 with x, y replaced by p, m. The edge integral integrating
over the line on the scene surface, analogous to Equation 7 is:
Z
∇α (p, m)
1
h(p, m)
dσ ′ (m)
∇
α
(p,
m)
n
m
m × nh
α (p,m)=0
(14)
(v 0 − p) × (v 1 − p)
nh =
,
(v 0 − p) × (v 1 − p)
where nm is the surface normal on point m. There are two crucial
differences between the 3D edge integral (Equation 14) and the
previous screen space edge integral (Equation 7). First, while the
measure of the screen space edge integral σ (x, y) coincides with the
unit length of the 2D edge, the measure of the 3D edge integral σ ′ (m)
is the length of projection of a point on the edge from the shading
point p to a point m on the scene manifold (the semi-transparent
triangle in Figure 4a illustrates the projection). Second, there is
an extra area correction term nm × nh , since we need to project

where the Jacobian Jm (t ) is a 3D vector describing the projection
of edge (v 0 , v 1 ) onto the scene manifold with respect to the line
parameter. We derive the Jacobian in Appendix A.1.
The derivatives for α (p, m) needed to compute the edge integral
are:
∇m α (p, m) = (v 0 − p) × (v 1 − p)
∇v0 α (p, m) = v 1 × m, ∇v1 α (p, m) = m × v 0
∇p α (p, m) = (v 0 − p) × (v 1 − p).

(16)

Efficient Monte Carlo sampling of secondary edges is more involved. Unlike primary visibility where the viewpoint does not
change much, shading point p can be anywhere in the scene. The
consequence is that we need a more sophisticated data structure
to prune the edges with zero contribution. Section 4 describes the
process for importance sampling edges.

4

IMPORTANCE SAMPLING THE EDGES

Our edge sampling method described in Section 3 requires us to
sample an edge from hundreds of thousands, or even millions of
triangles in the scene. The problem is two-fold: we need to sample
an edge and then sample a point on the edge efficiently. Typically
only a tiny fraction of these edges contribute to the gradients, since
most of the edges are not silhouette (e.g. [Hertzmann 1999]), and
many of them may have small solid angle. Naive sampling methods
fail to select important edges. Even if the number of edges is small,
it is often the case that only a small region on the edge has non-zero
contribution, especially when there exists highly-specular materials.
As mentioned in Section 3.1, the case for primary visibility is easier since the viewpoint is the camera. We project all edges onto the
screen in a preprocessing pass, and test whether they are silhouette
with respect to the camera position. We sample an edge based on
the distance of two points on the screen and uniformly sample in
screen space. For secondary visibility the problem is much more
complicated. The viewpoint can be anywhere in the scene, and we
need to take the material response between the viewpoint and the
point on the edge into account.
In this section we describe a scalable implementation for sampling edges given arbitrary viewpoint. Our solution is inspired by
previous methods for sampling many light sources using hierarchical data structures (e.g. [Estevez and Kulla 2018; Paquette et al. 1998;
Walter et al. 2005]), efficient data structures for selecting silhouette
edges [Hertzmann and Zorin 2000; Sander et al. 2000], and the more
recent closed-form solution for linear light sources [Heitz et al. 2016;
Heitz and Hill 2017].

4.1

Hierarchical edge sampling

Given a shading point, our first task is to importance sample one or
more triangle edges. There are several factors to take into account
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 37, No. 6, Article 222. Publication date: November 2018.
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scenes

10s, w/o importance samp. 10s, w/ importance samp. 350s, w/o importance samp. 350s, w/ importance samp.

Fig. 5. Equal time comparison between sampling with and without our importance sampling method. We tested our algorithm on scenes with soft shadow,
global illumination, and specular reflection. We show the per-pixel derivatives of average color with respect to the bunny moving up in the top row, and the
derivatives with respect to the reflected plane with the SIGGRAPH logo moving right in the second row. For the second row we only show the gradients in the
red inset. The texture derivatives are resolved better without importance sampling since it has less overhead and more samples. However, without importance
sampling it is difficult to capture rare events such as shadows cast by a small area light or very specular reflection of edges, causing extremely high variance in
the gradients.

when selecting the edges: the geometric foreshortening factor proportional to the inverse squared distance to the edge, the material
response between the shading point and the point on the edge, and
the radiance incoming from the edge direction (e.g. whether it hits
a light source or not).
We build two hierarchies. The first contains the triangle edges
that associate with only one face and meshes that do not use smooth
shading normals. The second contains the remaining edges. For the
first set of edges we build a 3D bounding volume hierarchy using
the 3D positions of the two endpoints of an edge. For the second
set of edges we build a 6D bounding volume hierarchy using the
two endpoint positions and the two normals associated with the
two faces of an edge. For quick rejection of non-silhouette edges,
for each node in the hierarchy we store a cone direction and an
angle covering all possible normal directions [Sander et al. 2000].
An alternative might be a 3D hierarchy similar to the ones used by
Sander et al. [2000] or Hertzmann and Zorin [2000], but we opt for
simplicity here. Similar to previous work [Walter et al. 2006], we
scale the directional components with 18 the diagonal of the scene’s
bounding box. During the construction we split the dimension with
longest extent.
We traverse the hierarchies to sample edges. The edges blocking
light sources are usually the most significant source of contribution.
Therefore we traverse the hierarchy twice. The first traversal focuses
on edges that overlap with the cone subtended by the light source
at the shading point, and the second traversal samples all edges.
We combine the two sets of samples using multiple importance
sampling [Veach and Guibas 1995]. We use a box-cone intersection
to quickly discard the edges that do not intersect the light sources.
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During the traversal, for each node in the hierarchy we compute
an importance value for selecting which child to traverse next, based
on an upper bound estimation of the contribution, similar to the
lightcuts algorithm [Walter et al. 2005]. We estimate the bound using
the total length of edges times inverse squared distance times a BlinnPhong BRDF (using the method described in Walter’s note [2005]).
We set the importance to zero if the node does not contain any
silhouette. We traverse into both children if the shading point is
inside both of their bounding boxes, or when the BRDF bound is
higher than a certain threshold (for all examples in the paper we
set it to 1), or when the angle subtended by the light cone is smaller
than a threshold (we set it to cos−1 (0.95)).

4.2

Importance sampling a single edge.

After we select a set of edges, we need to choose a point on the edge
we selected. Oftentimes with a highly-specular BRDF, only a small
portion of the edge has significant contribution. We employ the
recent technique on integrating linear light sources over Linearly
Transformed Cosine Distribution [Heitz et al. 2016; Heitz and Hill
2017]. Heitz and Hill’s work provides a closed-form solution of
the integral between a point and a linear light source, weighted
by BRDF and geometric foreshortening. We numerically invert the
integrated cumulative distribution function using Newton’s method
for importance sampling. We precompute a table of fitted linearly
transformed cosine for our BRDFs.
We evaluate our sampling method using equal-time comparison
and show the results in Figure 5. We compare against the baseline
approach of uniformly sampling all edges by length. The baseline
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initial guess

target

optimized result
(a) primary occlusion

(b) shadow

(c) camera & glossy

(d) glossy receiver

(e) near-specular

(f) global illumination

Fig. 6. We verify our renderer by matching a range of synthetic scenes with different light transport configurations. For each scene, we start from an initial
parameter (first row) and attempt to set scene parameters so that the rendering matches the target (second row) using gradient-based optimization. Each
scene is intended to test a different aspect of the renderer. (a) optimizes triangle positions under the presence of occlusion. (b) optimizes blocker position for
shadow. (c) optimizes camera pose and material parameters over textured and glossy surfaces. (d) optimizes the blocker position where the shadow receiver
is highly glossy. (e) optimizes an almost specular reflection of a plane behind the camera; the free parameter is the plane position. (f) optimizes camera
pose under the presence of global illumination and soft shadow. Our method is able to generate gradients for these scenes and to optimize the parameters
correctly, resulting in minimal difference between the optimized result (final row) and target (second row). All the scenes are rendered with 4 samples per pixel
during optimization. The final renderings are produced with 625 samples per pixel, except for (f) we use 4096 samples. We encourage the reader to refer to the
supplementary materials for videos and more scenes.

approach is not able to efficiently sample rare events such as shadows cast by a small light source or very specular reflection of edges,
while our importance sampling generates images with much lower
variance.

5

RESULTS

We implement our method in a stand-alone C++ renderer with an
interface to the automatic differentiation library PyTorch [Paszke
et al. 2017]. To use our system, the user constructs their scenes using
lists of PyTorch tensors. For example, triangle vertices and indices
are represented by floating point and integer tensors. Our renderer
in the forward pass outputs an image which is also a PyTorch tensor.
The user can then compute a scalar loss on the output image and
obtain the gradient by backpropagating to the scene parameters.
Inside our C++ renderer, we use an operator overloading approach
for automatic differentiation. We use the Embree library [Wald
et al. 2014] for our ray casting operations. The renderer supports a
pinhole camera with planar and equiangular spherical projection,
Lambertian and Blinn-Phong BRDFs with Schlick approximation
for Fresnel reflection, bilinear reconstruction of textures for diffuse

and specular reflectance and roughness, and area light sources with
triangle meshes.

5.1

Verification of the method

We tested our method on several synthetic scenes covering a variety
of effects, including occlusion, non-Lambertian materials, and global
illumination. Figure 6 shows the scenes. We start from an initial
parameter, and try to optimize the parameters to minimize the L2
difference between the rendered image and target image using gradients generated by our method (except for the living room scene
in Figure 6 (f) where we optimize for the L2 difference between
the Gaussian pyramids of the rendered image and target image).
Our PyTorch interface allows us to apply their in-stock optimizers, and backpropagate to all scene parameters easily. We use the
Adam [Kingma and Ba 2015] algorithm for optimization. The number of parameters ranges from 6 to 30. The experiment shows that
our renderer is able to generate correct gradients for the optimizer
to infer the correct scenes. It also shows that we are able to handle
many different light transport scenarios, including cases where a
triangle vertex is blocked but we still need to optimize it into the
correct position, optimization of blocker position when we only see
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 37, No. 6, Article 222. Publication date: November 2018.
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image

(a) 1 spp

(b) 16 spp

(c) 128 spp

(d) 1024 spp

finite differences

ours
(a) triangles

(b) shadow

(c) teapot

Fig. 7. We compare with central finite differences by rendering the scenes
in Figure 6 at 32 × 32. The scenes are slightly adjusted to make the per-pixel
gradient look clearer in the image. The derivatives are with respect to (a)
each rightmost vertex of the two triangles moving left (b) the shadow blocker
moving up (c) the camera moving into the screen. Our derivatives match
the finite differences within an error of 1% relative to the L 1 norm of the
gradients. Finite differences usually take two or three orders of magnitude
more samples to reach the same error. For our method, we use 16 thousand
samples per pixel for the scene with two triangles and 32 thousand samples
per pixel for the other two scenes. For finite differences, we use 1 million
samples per pixel for the triangles scene and 10 million samples per pixel
for the rest.

Fig. 8. We visualize the per-pixel gradient contribution generated by our
method over different numbers of the samples per pixel. We take the bunny
scene from Figure 5. The gradient is the average of color with respect to
the bunny moving right. The 1024 samples per pixel image took around
40 minutes to compute on a 6-core machine. In practice we usually use 4
samples per pixel for inverse rendering.

Generating the near-converged 1024 samples per pixel image takes
around 40 minutes on a 6-core machine. In practice we don’t render
converged images for optimization. We utilize stochastic gradient
descent and render a low sample count image (usually 4).

5.2
the shadow, joint optimization of camera and material parameters,
pose estimation in presence of global illumination, optimizing blockers occluding highly-glossy reflection, and inverting near specular
reflection. See the supplementary materials for more results.
We also compare our method to central finite differences on a
lower resolution version of the synthetic scenes in Figure 7. Our
derivatives match the finite difference within an error of 1% relative
to the L1 norm of the gradients. The comparison is roughly equal
quality. We increase the number of samples for the finite differences
until the error is low enough. In general finite difference requires
a small step size to measure the visibility gradient correctly, thus
they usually take two or three orders of magnitude more samples to
reach the same error as our result. In addition, finite differences do
not scale with the number of parameters, making them impractical
for most optimization tasks.
Figure 8 demonstrates the convergence of our method by visualizing the gradients of the bunny scene in Figure 5 over different
numbers of samples per pixel. We show the gradients of the average
of pixel colors with respect to the bunny moving right on the screen.
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 37, No. 6, Article 222. Publication date: November 2018.

Comparison with previous differentiable renderers

In this subsection we compare our method with two previously
proposed differentiable renderers: OpenDR [Loper and Black 2014]
and Neural 3D Mesh renderer [Kato et al. 2018]. Both previous
methods focus on speed and approximate the gradients even under Lambertian materials with unshadowed direct lighting. In contrast, our method outputs unbiased gradients and supports arbitrary
non-Dirac materials, shadow, and global illumination, as shown in
Figure 6.
Both OpenDR and Neural 3D Mesh renderer follow the approach
of first rendering into a color buffer using a traditional rasterizer
with z-buffer. They then approximate the derivatives with respect
to screen-space triangle vertex positions using the rendered color
buffer. OpenDR performs a screen-space filtering approach based
on a brightness constancy assumption [Jones and Poggio 1996]. The
shape of the filter is determined by boundary detection using triangle ID. For the horizontal derivatives of a pixel neighboring an
occlusion boundary on the left, they use the kernel [0, −1, 1]. For
pixels that are not neighboring any boundaries, or are intersecting with boundaries, or are neighboring more than one occlusion
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(b) OpenDR

(c) Neural

(d) ours

Fig. 9. (a) A plane lit by a point light close to the plane. We are interested
in the derivative of the image with respect to the plane moving right. Since
the point light stays static, the derivatives should be zero except for the
boundary. (b) (c) Previous work uses color buffer differences to approximate
the derivatives, making them unable to take large variation between pixels
into account and output non zero derivatives at the center. (d) Our method
outputs the correct derivatives.

boundary, they use the kernel 12 [−1, 0, 1]. The Neural 3D Mesh renderer performs an extra edge rasterization pass of the triangle edges
and accumulates the derivatives by computing the difference between the color difference on the color buffer around the edge. The
derivative responses are modified by applying a smooth falloff.
Both previous differentiable renderers output incorrect gradients
in the case where there is brightness variation between pixels due
to lighting. Figure 9 shows an example of a plane lit by a point
light with inverse squared distance falloff. We ask the two renderers
and ours to compute the derivatives of the pixel color with respect
to the plane moving right. Since the light source does not move,
the illumination on the plane remains static and the derivatives
should be zero except for the boundaries of the plane. Since both
previous renderers use the differences between color buffer pixels
to approximate derivatives, they incorrectly take the illumination
variation as the changes that would happen if the plane moves right,
and output non-zero derivatives around the highlights. On the other
hand, since we sample on the edges, our method correctly outputs
zero derivatives on continuous regions.
OpenDR’s point light does not have distance falloff and the Neural
3D mesh renderer does not support point lights so we modified their
renderers. Our renderer does not support pure point lights so we
use a small planar area light to approximate a point light. We also
tessellate the plane into 256 × 256 grids as both previous renderers
use Gouraud shading.

5.3

Inverse rendering application

We apply our method on an inverse rendering task for fitting camera
pose, material parameters, and light source intensity. Figure 1 shows
the result. We take the scene photo and geometry data from the
thesis work of Jones [2017], where the scene was used for validating
daylight simulation. The scene contains strong indirect illumination
and has non-Lambertian materials. We assign most of the materials
to white except for plastic or metal-like objects, and choose an
arbitrary camera pose as an initial guess. There are in total 177
parameters for this scene. We then use gradient-based optimizer
Adam and the gradients generated by our method, to find the correct
camera pose and material/lighting parameters. In order to avoid
getting stuck in local minima, we perform the optimization in a
multi-scale fashion, starting from 64 × 64 and linearly increasing to

(a) input scene
53% street sign
14.5% traffic light
6.7% handrail

class score

(a) planar scene

(b) 5 iterations
26.8% handrail
20.2% street sign
4.8% traffic light

(c) 25 iterations
23.3% handrail
3.39% street sign or
traffic light

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

iteration
(d) combined class score of street sign and traffic light
Fig. 10. Our method can be used for finding 3D scenes as adversarial examples for neural networks. We use the gradient generated by our method
to optimize for the geometry of the stop sign, camera pose, light intensity
and direction to minimize the class scores of street sign and traffic light
classes. After 5 iterations the network classifies the stop sign as a handrail,
and after 25 iterations both street sign and traffic light are out of the top 5
prediction. In (d) we plot the sum of street sign and traffic light class scores
as a function of iteration. As we optimize scene parameters such as the stop
sign shape, gradient descent tries to find the geometries that minimizes the
class scores, thus we see decreasing of the score.

the final resolution 512 × 512 through 8 stages. For each scale we use
an L1 loss and perform 50 iterations. We exclude the light source
in the loss function by setting the weights of pixels with radiance
larger than 5 to 0.

5.4

3D adversarial example

Recently, it has been shown that gradient-based optimization can
also be used for finding adversarial examples for neural networks
(e.g. [Goodfellow et al. 2015; Szegedy et al. 2014]) for analysis or
mining training data. The idea is to take an image that was originally
labelled correctly by a neural network classifier, and use backpropagation to find an image that minimizes the network’s output with
respect to the correct output. Our system can be used for mining
adversarial examples of 3D scenes, since it provides the ability to
backpropagate from image to scene parameters. A similar idea has
been explored by Zeng et al. [2017], but we use a more general
renderer.
We demonstrate this in Figure 10. We show a stop sign classified
correctly as a street sign by the VGG16 classifier [Simonyan and
Zisserman 2014]. We then optimize for 2256 parameters including
camera pose, light intensity, sun position, global translation, rotation, and vertex displacement of the stop sign. We perform stochastic
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 37, No. 6, Article 222. Publication date: November 2018.
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gradient descent to minimize the network’s output of the classes
street sign and traffic light, using 256 samples per pixel. After 5 iterations the network starts to output handrail as the most probable
class. After 23 iterations both the street sign class and traffic light
class are out of the top-5 predictions and the sum of the two has
less than 5% probability.
We do not claim this is a robust way to break or to attack neural
networks, since the CG scene we use has different statistics compared to real world images. Nevertheless this demonstrates that our
gradient can be used for finding interesting scene configurations
and can be potentially used for mining training data.

5.5

Limitations

Performance. Our current CPU implementation takes seconds to
minutes to generate a small resolution image (say 256 × 256) with
a small number of samples (say 4). Note though that when using
stochastic gradient descent it is usually not necessary to use high
sample counts.
We have found that, depending on the type of scene, the bottleneck can be at the edge sampling phase or during automatic
differentiation of the light paths. Developing better sampling algorithms such as incorporating bidirectional path tracing could be an
interesting avenue of future work. Developing better compiler techniques for optimizing automatic differentiation code and supporting
GPU backends is also an important task.
Other light transport phenomena. We assume static scenes with no
participating media. Differentiating motion blur requires sampling
on 4D edges with an extra time dimension. Combining our method
with Gkioulekas et al.’s work [2013] for handling participating media
is left as future work.
Interpenetrating geometries and parallel edges. Dealing with the
derivatives of interpenetration of triangles requires a mesh splitting
process and its derivatives. Interpeneration can happen if the mesh
is generated by some simulation process. Our method also does not
handle the case where two edges are perfectly aligned as seen from
the center of projection (camera or shadow ray origin). However,
these are zero-measure sets in path space, and as long as the two
edges are not perfectly aligned to the viewport, we will be able to
converge to the correct solution.
Shader discontinuities. We assume our BRDF models and shaders
are differentiable and do not handle discontinuities in the shaders.
We handle textures correctly by differentiating through the smooth
reconstruction, and many widely-used reflection models such as
GGX [Walter et al. 2007] (with Smith masking) or Disney’s principled BRDF [Burley 2012] are differentiable. However, we do not
handle the discontinuities at total internal reflection and some other
BRDFs relying on discrete operations, such as the discrete stochastic
microfacet model of Jakob et al. [2014]. Compiler techniques for
band-limiting BRDFs can be applied to mitigate the shader discontinuity issue [Yang and Barnes 2018].

6

CONCLUSION

We have introduced a differentiable Monte Carlo ray tracing algorithm that is capable of generating correct and unbiased gradients
with respect to arbitrary input parameters such as scene geometry,
ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 37, No. 6, Article 222. Publication date: November 2018.

camera, lights and materials. For this, we have introduced a novel
edge sampling algorithm to take the geometric discontinuities into
consideration, and derived the appropriate measure conversion. For
increased efficiency, we use a new discrete hierarchical sampling
method to focus on relevant edges as well as continuous edge importance sampling. We believe this method and the software that
we will release will have an impact in inverse rendering and deep
learning.

A APPENDIX
A.1 Derivation of the 3D edge Jacobian
We derive the Jacobian Jm (t ) in Equation 15. The goal is to compute
the derivatives of point m(t ) with respect to the line parameter t. The
relation between m(t ) and t is described by a ray-plane intersection.
That is, we are intersecting a plane at point m with normal nm with
a ray of origin p and unnormalized direction ω (t ):
ω (t ) = v 0 + (v 1 − v 0 )t − p
(m − p) · nm
ω (t ) · nm
m(t ) = τ (t )ω (t ).
τ (t ) =

(17)

We can then derive the derivative Jm (t ) =
Jm (t ) = τ (t ) (v 1 − v 0 ) − ω (t )

∂m (t )
∂t

as:

(v 1 − v 0 ) · nm
ω (t ) · nm

!
(18)
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